FIRE PROTECTION
Flood Protection
Impact Resistant

FIRECRUNCH

FIRECRUNCH is an industry leader in providing innovative, Australian-built buildings resistant to a range of natural and community-friendly building codes inside properties.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Is FireCrunch easy to handle?

Yes, FireCrunch is lightweight and easy to handle for regular payload.

Do we need special tools to cut FireCrunch?

Yes, FireCrunch is designed to be made into any shape or size that needs to be cut and shaped using a standard tool that you would already have on your site.

Is FireCrunch suitable for the environment?

Yes, FireCrunch's panels and whole product range are 100% recyclable and do not contain harmful or toxic chemicals.

Will FireCrunch reduce installation costs?

Yes, FireCrunch's panels allow for quick installation, reducing the need for labor and materials, thus saving on costs.
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